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Los Angeles, CA (January 17, 2018) A huge crowd of local media was on hand in Downtown Los 
Angeles on Tuesday afternoon to attend the Press Conference for SUPERFLY 2. The event takes 
place Saturday, February 24 from the Forum in Los Angeles and will be televised live on HBO 
Boxing After Dark® beginning at 9:30 p.m. ET/PT.  
 
Juan Francisco Estrada 
“I’m very happy for the opportunity and can’t wait for February 24 to become a world 
champion again. I know this is a tough fight, Sor Rungvisai is the best super flyweight in the 
world. I know I have the style to beat him. On February 24 you will see a lot of great fights and 
hopefully the Superfly series will continue with many great fights to come.” 
 
Carlos Cuadras 
“Thanks to Tom Loeffler and Mr. Honda and HBO. I’m very happy to be up in Big Bear with such 
a great trainer like Abel Sanchez, learning about the training methods he uses for Gennady 
Golovkin. I’m training very hard and thrilled to be up in Big Bear for the first time.“ 
 
“I know Arroyo very well, he’s a great fighter. It’s Mexico vs. Puerto Rico which is always a great 
fight. I have to beat Arroyo and then I want to fight Estrada again. I have the medicine in my fist 
to beat them both.  I’m fast and strong and very, very handsome.” 
 
 

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Superfly2%20Press%20Conference


McWilliams Arroyo 
“I thank Carlos Cuadras for taking the fight, it’s a great opportunity for both of us. It’s my first 
fight at 115 and I’m going to take advantage of it. I’m training very hard and I’ll be ready to beat 
Carlos Cuadras on February 24. Not only my fight but all of these fights will make for an 
excellent night of boxing. “ 
 
Brian Viloria 
‘It seems like yesterday that I won my first world title, and now I’m fighting for my fifth world 
title. It’s an honor for me to fight for this title and I’m honored to have been able to stay in the 
game this long. Superfly 1 was an amazing show but Superfly 2 will even surpass that. Superfly 1 
was the best card I’ve ever fought on and this card will be even better. It’s a great thing for the 
little guys to have such a big stage to fight on.”  
 
Abel Sanchez/Trainer of Carlos Cuadras 
“This is my first-time training Carlos. I’ve asked a lot of thing of him, discipline, dedication and 
he’s training very hard. Maybe he’s been a little undisciplined in the past with his conditioning.  
With the extra’s I can add I believe he will be better. McWilliams Arroyo is a very good fighter, 
the winner of this fight deserves a world title opportunity.”  
 
Tom Loeffler/360 Boxing Promotions 
“Since we announced this event, the excitement from the fans and media has been 
tremendous. This is a great media turnout and we’re very thankful for the press’ involvement in 
helping us promote this event.” 
 
“From top to bottom this will be one of the best shows this year, we’ve already announced 
three outstanding matchups and we’ll be announcing another terrific fight shortly.” 
 
Juan Carlos Torres/Zanfer Promotions 
“This is truly the best event with the best fights, best network in HBO, best sponsor in Tecate 
and best partner to work with in Tom Loeffler. Superfly 1 was amazing, packed with great fights 
and Superfly 2 will be even better. All these fighters are great warriors and they will perform at 
a very high level on February 24.” 
 
Peter Rivera. Promoter of McWiliams Arroyo 
“It’s been a very difficult situation in our country of Puerto Rico, but the people will be cheering 
for McWilliams Arroyo on February 24. It will be a true war between Puerto Rico and Mexico 
and McWilliams Arroyo will be very well prepared to be victorious.”  
 
Tickets for SUPERFLY 2, priced at $250, $150, $100, $60 and $30 are now on sale and can be 
purchased through Ticketmaster (Ticketmaster.com, 1-800-745-3000) and the Forum Box 
Office. The Forum is located at 3900 W. Manchester Blvd, Inglewood CA 90305.  
 
SUPERFLY 2 is headlined by WBC Super Flyweight World Champion SRISAKET SOR RUNGVISAI, 
(43-4-1, 39 KO’s), of Si Sa Ket, Thailand, defending his title over 12-rounds for the second time 



against former world champion and #1 ranked mandatory challenger JUAN FRANCISCO “El 
Gallo” ESTRADA, (36-2, 25 KO’s), of Sonora, Mexico.  
 
Co-featured on the HBO Boxing After Dark telecast, former WBC Super Flyweight World 
Champion, CARLOS “Principe” CUADRAS, (36-2-1, 27 KO’s), of Mexico City, MX facing hard-
hitting, two-time world title challenger MC WILLIAMS ARROYO, (16-3, 14 KO’s), of Fajardo, 
Puerto Rico in an outstanding ten round super flyweight clash.  
 
Featured on the non-televised portion of SUPERFLY 2, four-time world champion in two 
divisions and #2 ranked BRIAN “The Hawaiian Punch” VILORIA, (38-5, 22 KO’s) of Los Angeles, 
CA via Waipahu, Hawaii will challenge undefeated and #1 ranked ARTEM DALAKIAN, (15-0, 11 
KO’s), of Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine for the vacant WBA Flyweight World Title 
 
SUPERFLY 2 is presented by Tom Loeffler’s 360 Promotions in association with Nakornluong 
Promotions and Zanfer Promotions. Cuadras vs. Arroyo is presented in association with 
Promociones del Pueblo and PR Best Boxing. Viloria vs. Dalakian is presented in association 
with Teiken Promotions.  
 
Additional information on this tremendous night of world class professional boxing will be 
announced shortly.  

 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
#SUPERFLY2 
 
Twitter 
@Srisaket_ssr 
@GalloEstrafaOfi 
@CuadrasOficial 
@BrianViloria 
@360Promotions 
@TomLoeffler1 
@ZanferBox 
@HBOboxing 
@theforum 

 

MEDIA CONTACTS 
Bernie Bahrmasel/Double B Publicity, BernieBahrmasel@yahoo.com, (773) 592-2986 
Ricardo Jimenez /RicardoeJ@aol.com  (909) 615-3436 (Estrada) 
Patrick Bryne/HBO, patrick.byrne@hbo.com, (212) 512-1361 
Maxie Solters, Scoop Marketing/The Forum, MSolters@solters.com, (818) 761-6100 
Media Credentials: www.MagnaMedia.com 
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